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Simplified Chinese edition of Eric Carle's "The Very Hungry Caterpillar." Same classic paintings and ingenious path devoured by the
caterpillar. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Guide your child to counting all the way up to 100 with Kids Learning Pages' "Let's Count To 100 Volume 1"! Kids Learning Pages' "Let's
Count To 100 Volume 1" is a great tool for instilling knowledge of numbers and their word counterparts in your child. Many children will learn
how to count up to 20 by age 5, but many don't truly understand the sequences of numbers and the essence of the counting system. Through
a variety of teaching techniques and added practice from tracing numbers, your little one will be well on their way to learning all the numbers
they need for kindergarten, first and second grade, and beyond. At ages 5-7, children are still developing fine motor skills, literacy, and
handwriting. Everyday activities that involve drawing and writing can help your child learn to write with proper penmanship, and "Let's Count
To 100 Volume 1" combines tracing both numbers and letters to reinforce the knowledge of numbers 1-100. Within the pages of "Let's Count
To 100 Volume 1", you'll find: Sheets designed for progress at any pace - Your child may already be able to count up to 20 and might be able
to write those numbers on their own. At age five, some children may even still be gaining an understanding of the number words up to "four."
No worries - each child learns at their own pace, and as long as you provide them the right tools like "Let's Count To 100 Volume 1", they are
sure to come along just fine. Number-tracing exercises and practice - The exercises within "Let's Count To 100 Volume 1" allow your child to
take their time learning the lines and curves of every number, starting with 1 and going through the double digits they may already be familiar
with, and then the numbers they may not be. With step-by-step instructions to show them how to form the numbers, they'll be ready to start
independent writing. Word-tracing exercises and practice - After your little one has traced their way through the numbers 1-100, it's time to
practice tracing the word variants for each. This is important because it is not only a skill that they will need, but it also helps ingrain the
knowledge of each number. From "thirty-four" to "seventy-seven," your child will be one step closer to writing these numbers on their own. A
FREE digital edition- When you purchase a copy of "Let's Count To 100 Volume 1", you'll also receive a code for the digital version of the
book. This allows you to print as many extra copies of any page you see fit. Give your child extra repetition with those tricky numbers, go over
the longer words such as "ninety-five" again, save sheets for practice later, and more. Join our VIP Writing Club! When you join the Write and
Learn Pages VIP Writing Club, you'll get access to weekly unique writing pages, prize giveaways, discounts on new releases, and more. We
release new writing books all the time, so you won't want to miss out on this! Teach your child the gift of counting and proper handwriting at
the same time with Kids Learning Pages' "Let's Count To 100 Volume 1." Click the Add to Cart button at the top of this page to buy now!
In 1943, during the German occupation of Denmark, ten-year-old Annemarie learns how to be brave and courageous when she helps shelter
her Jewish friend from the Nazis.
My First NumbersLet's Get Counting!
2 gray whales swimming in the sea 6 pink salmon fighting up the stream 7 green hemlocks standing side by side Numbers and colors are
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more fun in Washington! In this dynamic, colorful primer, young readers count from 1 to 10--learning colors along the way--as they discover
the places, animals, and other wonderful things that make Washington so unique.
With things to count, words to read, and simple questions and activities, this first numbers book is perfect for preschool learning. Read it
together and help your toddler develop their observational and maths skills as they learn to recognise quantities and numbers. Chunky tactile
tabs invite little hands to turn straight to their favourite number, and there's more hands-on learning on each page, your child will love pointing
to the colourful pictures of familiar objects - from 4 balloons and 5 rubber ducks, to 7 colours of the rainbow, 8 rabbits, and more. Then when
they have counted up to 10, there are other activities to try, like comparing different quantities of objects to see which is less or more,
counting backwards from 10, and discovering what groups of 20, 30, 40, 50, and 100 objects look like. My First Numbers: Let's get Counting
makes teaching your toddler about numbers as easy as 1, 2, 3!
7 pink anenomes waving in the sea . . . 6 orange poppies smiling at the sun . . . 2 red cable cars on a San Francisco street . . . Numbers and
colors are more fun in California! In this dynamic, colorful primer, young readers count from 1 to 10--learning colors along the way--as they
discover the places, animals, and other wonderful things that make California so unique.
My very first Spanish book of numbers One tiger... Un tigre... Grab your kids this fantastic Spanish numbers book ! Filled with cute
illustrations of animals ! Features: Soft cover, matte finish 8.5 x 8.5 inch 26 pages printed on premium color paper One double page per
number filled with cute illustrations of animals The perfect book to help kids learn to count up to 10 in English and Spanish Suitable for
toddlers from 2 years old and preschoolers Lots of fun
Early education is fundamental in the development of children, so we parents must take care that their learning evolves with each passing
day. It is for this reason that this book has been designed for the minds of your children. As your child maneuvers through the maze, it helps
to boost strategic thinking and fine motor control. while they are learning the numbers from 1 to 20. Click on the ¨add to cart¨ button and get
your copy today!
?????????? ??????????????????????? ? ?????????????(???????????????????????……) ? ?????????????????????????????????????Chris
Columbus????????Joe Stillma?????2010?????????(????????????????) ? ???????2005????????2008???????????????????????????
???????? ? ?????????????? ? ??????????? ? ??????????????? ? ???????????? ? ?????????????? ? ????????????? ? ??NBC????The Today
Show?????????? ? ??????????? ? VOYA????? ? YALSA???????? ? CCBC????? ? ??????? ? ?????????????? ? ??????????? ? ???????????
? ???????????? ? ????????? ? ????????? ? ???????? ? ?????????? ? ??????? ? ???????????? ? ????????????? ? ????????????? ?
??????????? ? ???????????? ? ????????? ?????? ? ???????????????? ??????J.K.????????????????????????????????????????……??????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ? ??????????? ????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……??????????????????????????????? ? ????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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An introduction to the world of numbers and counting features images of Sophie the loveable giraffe and her animal friends.
Teach your little ones to count from zero to ten with this fun, brightly colored book with Dinosaurs. This fundamental book for Toddlers learns
to count fundamental first numbers with Dinosaurs. This is an essential first numbers book for every child's library. The Book Contains
numbers from 0 to 10 with Colorful Dinosaurs to count and few games at the end to entertain your child! This Book is: A perfect gift for
children entering into a learning phase in their life! Quickly captures children's attention and shift a curiosity! Colorful, kid-friendly illustrations
reinforce the lessons The book includes few games at the end to entertain your child! I Discover My First Numbers is the perfect early
learning book that adults can share with their children. These curious toddlers will be able to count from 0 to 10 in no time. So let's get
counting! Specification: Size: 8.5 x 8.5 inch (21.59cm x 21.59cm) 42 colorful Pages Soft Matt Cover
??????????? ???????????????????? ????????????????? ????????? ???????????? ??????????????????? ??????????????????
????????????????????????? ?????????????? ???????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? ??J.K.???????
Love It! ????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? ?????????????Mary Renault??????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ? ??????????????????????Helen Simonson???
????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????Donna Tartt???
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????THE LOST BOOKS
OF THE ODYSSEY??????????Zachary Mason???
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????Joanna Trollope???? ????????????????????????????????????? ?????? ????????????? ?????PChome Online ????
???????????? ?????????????????????? ??????????????? ???????????? ?????????????????? ??????
?2012???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??Vogue?? ????????????????????????? ??USA Today ?????????????????????????????? ??????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????
?????????????????? ???????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??O magazine
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????2012???????????
????????????????????????????????Mary Renault?????????????????????????????????????? ???????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
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???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????Astraes
???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????Heero
????????????????????????????????????????????……??????????????????? ????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????Enzozach

Give your child the gift of counting from 26 to 50 with Kids Learning Pages' "Let's Count To 100 Vol. 2..". Through the
ages 5-7, children are busy bees -- they are absorbing a wealth of knowledge in a short period of time. That progression
comes at a different pace for all children, but with the right teaching tools and techniques for additional practice, you have
nothing to fear for your child's road to learning all of the numbers they'll need. At the ages of 5-7, important skills in
development for your child include handwriting, fine motor skills, and literacy. Drawing and writing activities can instill
proper penmanship, and "Let's Count To 100 Volume 2" takes it further than just number tracing. With both numbers and
letters, your child's knowledge of numbers 26-50 will be further reinforced so that they can stay on pace in school. Our
book doesn't only give your child numbers and letters to trace, either -- it provides clear, distinct instructions on how to
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start tracing the numbers and letters, guiding your little one's pencil from the very start. Part 1 includes number tracing
26-50 and part 2 moves on to word tracing for each number. Within the pages of "Let's Count To 100 Volume 2", you'll
find: Instructions that are simple to follow - "Let's Count To 100 Volume 2" makes tracing simple by guiding your child
through each letter and number, each pencil movement associated with a step. Watch as they learn proper spacing and
penmanship, becoming familiar with 26-50 and growing in their confidence to be able to count in sequence. Once your
child is done, they'll be ready to take on even bigger numbers. Pages designed for all speeds of progression - Counting
up to 25 may be a breeze for your child already, and maybe they can write many of those numbers without any help.
Most children have trouble with the bigger double digits beyond this point at this age. At 5, some children are even still
learning up to four. It's completely normal -- all children learn at a different pace. Providing them with tools such as "Let's
Count To 100 Volume 2" will ensure they catch up just fine. Number-tracing exercises and practice - Teachers have been
using tracing as a method to introduce young children to new letters and numbers for a long time. Within "Let's Count To
100 Volume 2", your child will be introduced to each and every number's lines and curves, beginning with 26 and
following through up to 50. Many of these numbers they will be familiar with, and some they may not be. After plenty of
practice going through forming each number, your child will be ready to write on their own. Word-tracing exercises and
practice - Once your child has progressed through the numbers 26-50, it's time to move on to the word variations. Being
able to write out "thirty-seven" is an important skill that your child will need to develop. It also helps further instill the
knowledge of each number, and soon your little one will understand the sequencing of numbers. A FREE digital edition When you purchase a copy of "Let's Count To 100 Volume 2", you'll also gain a code for the digital version of the book.
With the ability to print as many copies of all the pages, your child will be able to practice as much as they need. Give
them some extra work with tricky numbers, write out "forty-four" a few more times, or save extra sheets for later. Join our
VIP Writing Club! Get access to weekly, new writing pages, discounts on new releases, prizes, and more. You won't want
to miss out when we release new writing books! Keep your child on pace to learn their numbers with Kids Learning
Pages' "Let's Count To 100 Vol. 2."Click the Add to Cart button at the top of this page to buy now!
My very first German book of numbers One tiger... Ein Tiger... Grab your kids this fantastic German numbers book !
Filled with cute illustrations of animals ! Features: Soft cover, matte finish 8.5 x 8.5 inch 26 pages printed on premium
color paper One double page per number filled with cute illustrations of animals The perfect book to help kids learn to
count up to 10 in English and German Suitable for toddlers from 2 years old and preschoolers Lots of fun
Have hands-on fun teaching your toddler the first words. Now available in ebook(PDF) format. With lots of fun-filled
pictures, simple questions and things to name, your toddler will love learning first words using this board book. Read it
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together and help them in using the intriguing picture tabs; identify the goldfish, teddy and car, and even encourage them
to choose their favourite pet! Makes teaching your toddler first words as easy as a, b, c.
?This book is perfect for kids of all ages who want to Learn Letters of the alphabet and improve their count skills. Children
will quickly and easily Learn To Count and develop their speech. ?Math for Kindergarten helps students master
mathematics skills. Bright photographs and questions to encourage learning on every page make counting fun. ?Now
with even clearer audio children can practice their writing and Count Skills, spelling, Math and many more essential
learning activities over and over again with this fantastic workbook. ?This book will provide children with hours of
Learning fun packed with plenty of fun activities that teach a variety of essential school skills.
Traditional Chinese edition of Thinking, Fast and Slow, Amazon Best Books of the Month, November 2011. Kahneman is
psychology professor emeritus at Princeton University and the 2002 Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences. In Traditional
Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Let's Count - A Fun Number Counting Activity Book For Kids This number counting activity book has been carefully
designed to make kids learn counting in a very interactive & engaging way. It helps to improve your kids Cognitive,
Problem Solving, Critical Thinking & Decision Making skills Activities: Count And Color The Fruits Count And Color The
Vegetables Count And Write The Numbers Match Columns Count Shapes What Comes Before What Comes After What
Comes In-between Connect The Dots & More Features: Fun filled number counting exercises Start with single digit
number & progressively move to double digit numbers Lot of images to keep the kids engaged Product Description: 35
Pages with color illustrations 8'' x 10'' Dimension Uniquely designed Matte cover Heavy Paper Makes a Perfect Gift for
Preschoolers & Toddlers We have lots of exciting activity books for both adults & children, so be sure to check out our
other listings by clicking on the "Author Name" link just below the title of this page.
Hands-on fun for you and your toddler as you learn about numbers with this tabbed board book from My First! With lots of
fun-filled pictures, simple questions and things to count, your toddler will love learning about numbers using this colourful
board book. Read it together and help them turn the pages using the chunky picture tabs; count the butterflies, kittens
and balloons and then help your tot count their fingers too! Makes teaching your toddler about numbers as easy as 1, 2,
3!
Numbers are the first introduction of math for kids, with this book wich is just a simple and fun counting numbers for toddlers for their early
learning you can have fun with your child counting the numbers from 1 to 20. This book contains a cute colorful numbers with adorables
pictures that can help your child not just counting but also learn names of animals, fruits and simple objects suitable for young age.
Invites readers to practice early counting skills, while also learning colors, as they discover the things that make Texas unique, including its
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animals and plants.
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Clear? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????CBS??????????????????????????????????????????
???????????500??????????????????????????????NFL?NBA?MLB???????????????????The Habits
Academy??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? •?????jamesclear.com
•?????????habitsacademy.com ???? ??? ??????????????????????? ?????GaryVee?????????????? ????????????????????????
FB?KingWayne???
Let's get started on improving your child's counting skills with the help of this special educational book. Counting will help your child memorize
his/her numbers. Since learning will come from this book, numerals will not only be spoken but read as well. This will result in the ability to
see and recognize numbers today and use them in equations tomorrow.
Are you looking for an exciting, cute, and fun new book to read to your children? This book is designed for kids who are familiar with numbers
or already know and love numbers. But it also opens the world of fruits for the child. The kid will learn 10 names of fruits, learn to distinguish
them and count up to 10. These are numbers made of delicious fruits. When I painted every page, I wanted to eat every fruit and I have done
that. You'll see such juicy fruits: Orange, Kiwis, Avocados, Mangoes, Bananas, Pears, Apples, Apricots, Plums, and Cherries. Large fruit
numbers can be contoured with a finger, and separate fruits can be counted. Toddlers can read and memorize the names of the fruits and
their spelling. You can continue the game and add numbers from toy fruits with the help of a picture. More daring can make numbers from
real fruits. The book has a convenient size to take it on a trip. Also, it will be a great assistant in a garden for a fun search for fruits with a
child. Children adore this bright book that not only teaches numbers, but also gives fun as well. A perfect gift for children entering into a
learning phase in their life! Brilliant pictures and exciting experience on every page! Quickly captures children's attention and shift a curiosity!
The book includes games at the end to entertain your child!
My very first French book of numbers One tiger... Un tigre... Grab your kids this fantastic French numbers book ! Filled with cute illustrations
of animals ! Features: Soft cover, matte finish 8.5 x 8.5 inch 26 pages printed on premium color paper One double page per number filled with
cute illustrations of animals The perfect book to help kids learn to count up to 10 in English and French Suitable for toddlers from 2 years old
and preschoolers Lots of fun
Finish your child's education of numbers 1-100 with Kids Learning Pages' "Let's Count To 100 Volume 4..". Kids Learning Pages' "Let's Count
To 100" is an effective tool for helping your child learn numbers and number words. The ages of 5-7 are a crucial period in a child's life,
during which they are constantly learning and developing a foundation for their education over the next several years. Learning to count and
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write numbers is a critical skill, and as a parent, there are many options you have for giving your little one all the practice they need.
Penmanship goes hand in hand with literacy, fine motor skills, and handwriting -- all of which are being developed as your child engages in
writing and drawing activities. "Let's Count To 100 Volume 4" continues your child's progression through the numbers 1-100, focusing on
76-100 as your child learns to trace each number. As your child masters these higher double digits, they'll finally be ready to take on more
advanced mathematical concepts. Within the pages of "Let's Count To 100 Volume 4", you'll find: Easy to follow instructions - "Let's Count To
100 Volume 4" shows your child the way through numbers by making tracing easy and fun. A numbered step guides each pencil stroke, and
your child will enjoy memorizing each number and letter. They'll develop proper penmanship and spacing for 76-100, and after they're done,
they'll be prepared to count 1-100 in sequence. Pages suited for all levels of progress - By the age of 5, some children are already able to
count into the double digits and write many of those numbers as well. Other children are still working their way through the teens, while others
are still working up to the number 4. Wherever your child fits, it's all completely normal -- all children develop at their own pace. With "Let's
Count To 100 Volume 4", you're helping your child to learn what they will need to know for school and gain confidence to learn even more.
Word-tracing exercises and practice - Once your child has completed tracing numbers 76-100, the next step is moving to trace the words to
go with every number. All children must learn how to write "eighty-nine" to go with the number 89, and being able to do so further ingrains the
knowledge of where that number fits in the counting sequence. Your child will be one step closer to being able to count and write numbers
1-100! A FREE digital edition - When you purchase a copy of "Let's Count To 100 Volume 4", you also gain access to a digital copy of the
book. This allows you to print as many copies of the pages as you like, giving your child extra practice with the numbers and words. Save
extra sheets for more practice later, work on the trickier numbers, and more. Join our VIP Writing Club! Get discounts on new releases,
access to prize giveaways, unique writing pages, and more. Keep up with all of our new writing books! Help your little one master the
numbers 1-100 with Kids Learning Pages' "Let's Count To 100 Volume 4."Click the Add to Cart button at the top of this page to buy now!
My very first Italian book of numbers One tiger... Una tigre... Grab your kids this fantastic Italian numbers book ! Filled with cute illustrations of
animals ! Features: Soft cover, matte finish 8.5 x 8.5 inch 26 pages printed on premium color paper One double page per number filled with
cute illustrations of animals The perfect book to help kids learn to count up to 10 in English and Italian Suitable for toddlers from 2 years old
and preschoolers Lots of fun
Let's Count Animals! - Can You Find & Count Them All? How does it work? - On each page, the goal is to find one particular animal, like a
giraffe. - Then count how many times you can find that animal on the page - Can you find and count them all? Turn the page to see if you
were right! Playing this counting game together will be so much fun. And at the same time, your little one is: - Learning the basic numbers Learning to recognize animals, such as elephants, cats, and lions. Plus, they'll also develop the ability to concentrate, as well as their
observational skills. These are great assets in life! This 'Let's Count' puzzle book is part of our 'Counting Books for Kindergarten' series.
Check out our entire catalog for more superfun 'Let's Count' books. To get this counting book, scroll to the top of this page and click the 'Buy'
button.
An enchanting journey to the wonderful numerical world: Characteristics It has 50 fun and didactic activities. Exercises to stimulate the
children's to count and identify the numbers until 30. Benefits The child will learn to recognize the numbers from 1 to 30. Follow the numerical
sequences. Associate the numbers with quantities and write them in a correct way.
Want - your child learns fasterYou need - an excellent learning experience for your little sonCount the Vehicles is a great alternative to boring
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Read Free Numbers Lets Get Counting My First Board Book
and regular children's booksGo back and search for vehicles, then turn the page and check if you calculate correctly!Why do parents choose
the number of vehicles from cards2create for preschoolers?* The book contains numbers from 1 to 10* Your toddler learns faster and more
efficiently thanks to the interactive Count the Vehicles book* Your child will learn which vehicles are there most ** Adapted for boys and girls
from 2-5 years But not an expensive gift! Do not hesitate, buy now and help your toddler learn the first numbers
Introducing a new series of eBooks for Sophie la girafe, the much-loved children's toy! Sophie la girafe: Let's Get Counting! introduces babies
to the world of numbers and counting with their favorite friend, Sophie la girafe. Filled with bright, playful images of Sophie and her pals,
Sophie la girafe: Let's Get Counting! is ideal for encouraging early word and number recognition in young children. Count sweet cupcakes,
cherries, ladybugs, and much more with Sophie la girafe in this delightful eBook. Introduce your baby to numbers and help develop their
imaginations with Sophie la girafe!
Brave bear hunters go through grass, a river, mud, and other obstacles before the inevitable encounter with the bear forces a headlong
retreat.
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